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When secrecy hurts institutions of higher ed
In 1982, seven people died in the Chicago metropolitan area after ingesting Extra Strength Tylenol
that had been deliberately contaminated with potassium cyanide. Johnson & Johnson, the manufacturer,
responded by pulling 31 million bottles of tablets back
from retailers, stopped all production and advertising
of the product, got involved with the Chicago Police,
FBI, and FDA in the search for the killer, and offered
up to a $100,000 reward for information on the culprit,
all while permanently discontinuing the capsules and
developing tamper-resistant “gel caps.”
The crisis cost the company more than $100 million,
but Tylenol eventually regained 100 percent of the market share it had before the crisis. The media appreciated
the lengths the company went to and its concern for the
public interest, so the company was portrayed generally
in a good light. This is a textbook example of how to
respond to a public relations crisis. Unfortunately, many
in higher education have yet to learn from this case.
In July of this year the Los Angeles Times published
a report that the dean of the medical school at the
University of Southern California, Carmen A. Puliafito,
had used illicit drugs and consorted with a prostitute
before resigning from his administrative post in 2016.
Video footage and pictures of him engaged in these
activities in a hotel room supported the paper’s story.
The news was shocking for many reasons. Puliafito,
age 66, was a renowned eye surgeon and is married
with three grown children. He obtained his medical
degree from Harvard University and had been the
founding director of the New England Eye Center and
chair of the Department of Ophthalmology at Tufts
University in Massachusetts before becoming dean
at USC. He had also been the director of the Bascom
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Palmer Eye Institute and chair of the Department of
Ophthalmology at the University of Miami’s medical
school. The newspaper review of public records in
the states where he had practiced showed no malpractice lawsuits or disciplinary actions against him.
However, it was later revealed by The Chronicle of
Higher Education that while in Miami Puliafito had
settled an assault lawsuit and faced sexual harassment
allegations.
At USC Puliafito oversaw hundreds of medical
students, thousands of professors and clinicians, and
research grants totaling more than $200 million. He was
credited with raising more that $1 billion for the school
and other causes. He was also a regular at star-studded
USC fundraisers with the Hollywood elite. His yearly
salary was $1.1 million.
Yet, he resigned under suspicious circumstances. Not
only was he forgoing a very high salary and a very
prestigious position, but also his resignation took place
in March, in the middle of a semester, a rarity in higher
education. The official explanation from his university
was that he went on sabbatical.
The real explanation was that the video footage and
photographs started to circulate in social media. In one
videotaped scene Puliafito, wearing a tuxedo, shows an
orange pill on his tongue. "Thought I’d take an Ecstasy
before the ball," he tells the camera, then swallows the
pill. Ecstasy is a psychoactive drug. The newspaper
reported that a 21-year-old woman who overdosed

last year in his hotel room in Pasadena, Calif., Sarah
Warren, met Puliafito in 2015, when she was working
as a prostitute, and that they had become frequent companions. She told the newspaper that she had offered
him methamphetamine, which he accepted. After her
overdose, the police found the drug in the hotel room
where the two of them were reportedly staying together, but no one was arrested, the newspaper said.
There was incredulity by journalists and over social
media that USC officials could have been unaware of
their dean’s extracurricular activities given the photos, videos, and other evidence that had been floating
around. USC’s response to the Times story evolved
rapidly. From a “no comment,” to minimal comment,
to acknowledging that the university had received a
number of complaints before Puliafito’s resignation
last year.
The university response was unsurprising given the
culture of many institutions of higher education that
like to keep things under wraps until it is too late.
Initially C.L. Max Nikias, the university’s president,
stated in a public letter dated the same day the newspaper article was published that Dr. Puliafito was on leave
and not seeing patients. The letter wished Dr. Puliafito
a full recovery “if the article’s assertions are true,” and
that “This specific issue is, of course, complicated by
privacy rights.” Four days later the USC president
released a statement saying “We are outraged and
disgusted by this individual’s behavior,” and that the
university had hired Debra Wong Yang, a former state
judge and federal prosecutor, to “conduct a thorough
investigation into the details of Carmen Puliafito’s conduct, the university’s response, as well as our existing
policies and procedures.”

At the same time Michael Quick, the university
provost, released his own statement, suggesting that
the university received “first-hand” information about
the former dean’s substance abuse and that USC had
initiated a process of firing Puliafito and stripping him
of tenure.
Interestingly enough, the Los Angeles Times published days later an article detailing the newspaper’s
efforts over the course of 15 months to get university officials to comment on Puliafito, for which they
received no response. Later the university president
acknowledged that “over the course of his nearly 10
years as dean, we received various complaints about
Dr. Puliafito’s behavior, which were addressed through
university personnel procedures.”
That all this happened for so long and with someone
taking illegal drugs who was responsible for patients’
well-being is beyond comprehension.
Apparently, the university leadership never understood that the best way to deal with scandals is to
confront them head on, showing transparency, decisive
action, and full recognition of errors made. But, instead,
they retreated into secrecy and cover up in the false
hope that their actions would protect a person whose
fundraising abilities had brought so much money to the
coffers of the institution.
At the end of the day the leaders of the institution
were the ones who really looked bad by the way they
managed the whole affair.
Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr. is the Dean of the Weissman
School of Arts and Sciences at Baruch College-CUNY. He
can be contacted through his website at: http://www.aromerojr.net

Chicago gang boss
gets 40-year sentence

Bill Tucker/Intelligencer

Judges look over a vintage Camaro at a previous D.A.R.E. Car Show.
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Renth said this event is one that is a key to
the success of the D.A.R.E. program and every

contribution helps.
“It’s one of the things that allows the community, the police department and the school district
to be united in a positive way in reference to
education, which is what the D.A.R.E. program
is about, in educating young people in reference
to making good decisions, staying drug-free and
becoming leaders and productive members of

society,” Renth said.
Though rain isn’t in the forecast, a tentative
date has been set for Aug. 27.
If the event is going to have a rain cancellation,
it will be announced on the Thursday before the
event.
For more information, visit www.edwardsvilledare.com.

CHICAGO (AP) — A judge
Thursday sentenced the boss of
one of Chicago's most violent
street gangs to 40 years behind
bars, saying the Hobos boss had
used his many talents "to advance
the cause of evil."
Gregory "Bowlegs" Chester, 40,
led the South Side gang that prosecutors described as an "all-star
team" of thieves and killers who
cultivated a reputation for brutality
to maintain their criminal empire.
In a brief statement just before
the sentence was pronounced,
Chester apologized for what he
called "my behavior" and appealed
to U.S. District Judge John Tharp
to "Please have mercy on me."
Minutes later, Tharp said
Chester, who grew up in poverty coping with a deformity that
badly bowed his legs, had squandered his clear intelligence and
entrepreneurial mind. "He made
a choice to use those talents to
advance the cause of evil," the
judge said.
Chester was the first of the
Hobos to be sentenced since jurors
convicted six in January of a racketeering conspiracy that involved
at least six slayings, including the
2013 shooting of a star government witness, Keith Daniels, in
front of his two small stepchildren
as they screamed a few feet away.
Prosecutors had asked for a life
sentence. Assistant U.S. Attorney
Patrick Otlewski told the judge
that Chester was "unrepentant
and a disease to society."
Defense attorney Beau Brindley
had requested a 20-year term,
portraying his client as primarily
a drug dealer. "That does not a life
sentence make," he added.
Tharp said he seriously consid-

ered a life sentence, but concluded Chester had marginally less
blame for the killings because he
never actually pulled a trigger. At
the same time, Tharp said Chester
knew what the other gang members were up to, had "embraced
the murder and mayhem" and
profited from it.
Chester's
lavish
spending
included $645,000 at a casino in
Hammond, Indiana, according to
prosecutors. His lieutenants once
stole a $200,000 gold chain from
then-NBA player Bobby Simmons
at gun-point outside a nightclub.
A government filing says
Chester displayed his brazenness by attending court during
his recent conspiracy trial with a
balloon stuffed with drugs in his
system a day after a jail visitor
handed him the contraband. It
cited an intercepted email to a
girlfriend in which Chester said
he had just $2 left to his name
and intended to sell the drugs to
inmates to pay his lawyer, whom
he praised.
"Jesus is there with me every
day and so is Beau Brindley," he
wrote.
Testifying at his trial, Chester
denied the existence of the Hobos
street gang, despite his fullarm tattoo emblazoned with the
words: "Hobo: The Earth is Our
Turf."
Hobos hit man Paris Poe is
scheduled to be sentenced Friday.
He killed Daniels days after
Chester's arrest and after Daniels
testified to a grand jury in the
conspiracy case. Poe shot Daniels
more than a dozen times at close
range as the man's 4-year-old
stepdaughter and 6-year-old stepson looked on.
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One of the best things about being a community hospital is when we get the chance to “give back” to the community. Our
Auxiliary and Medical Staff do that every year through the scholarship programs they created for area students seeking education and careers in healthcare. This year a total of 9 students earned scholarships worth $1,000 each to be used for their
education seeking healthcare careers. The Auxiliary was able to recognize 2 of their 5 recipients during a July membership
meeting. Those recognized were: Courtney Deiters, Breese, St. Louis College of Pharmacy, Pharmacist and Emily Duncan,
Highland, St. Louis University, Medicine. Other recipients include: Derek Sonnenberg, Maryville, University of Illinois – College
of Medicine, Medicine; Dawn Maker, Maryville, Goldfarb School of Nursing and Mahalia Potter, Collinsville, Goldfarb School of
Nursing. Pictured from left are: Richard Trolliet, Auxiliary President; Courtney Deiters, Emily Duncan, and Betty Ludwig, Auxiliary
Scholarship Chair.

Experience is not necessary. “If you’ve never danced in your life, that’s
OK,” Bo Semith said of the classes. It is also fine to come alone or with a
friend. “You don’t need a partner,” he said. “Members of the club are there
to fill out.”
In addition to the classes, the Hoedowners also host dances every second
and fourth Saturday of each month. The dances are also held at the Wood
River Roundhouse.
“We’re one of the oldest clubs in the state,” Bo Semith said. “It was started
by Ring Ring Ring in 1949.”
The Saturday dances are open to all. “We have people coming from all
over,” Bo Semith said.
“We have a caller coming from Omaha next time,” said Agnes Semith.
“We’re expecting a big crowd.”
The dances typically draw from 20 to over 100 people. “We’ll have 10 or 12
squares with eight in a square,” Bo Semith said.
The Semiths said they enjoy several things about square dancing.
“I like the people,” Agnes Semith said about square dancing. “It’s a good
time with a lot of nice people. I like the friendship and exercise.”
In addition to the dancing with the Hoedowners, Bo Semith calls for a
group that dances on Tuesdays at the Main Street Community Center. “This
is a workshop,” he said. “Everyone here knows how to dance, but they want
to practice or want help with something.”
Square dancing is the state dance of Illinois. “There used to be over 50 clubs
in the area,” Bo Semith said. “Now there are about nine.” Each club hosts
dances, he said. Over 500 dancers recently attended the state convention in
Springfield.
Square dancing has changed over the years, Agnes Semith said. “There
used to always be fluffy skirts or prairie skirts,” she said. “Now, people come
in all sorts of clothes to the Saturday dances. A lot still wear the skirts. That’s
kind of the fun of it for some. You get to wear a costume.” The only requirement is that the dancers wear comfortable shoes. “You need something that
won’t grip the floor when you move,” Agnes Semith said. “There are square
dance shoes, but you don’t need them,” she said.
Another change is the music, Bo Semith said. “The music we use is not like
in the past. We use Lady Gaga, Bruno Mars, Miley Cyrus,” he said.
“Square dancing used to be a family activity,” Bo Semith said. “Kids are
welcome at the classes, and we offer a reduced rate for families.”
Bo Semith said that people who come will enjoy the classes. “We see a lot
of times that a wife is dragging her husband in for the first few weeks,” Bo
Semith said. “But by the third week, he’s ready to go.”

